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Abstract:  
 

Purpose: Inhomogeneous magnetization transfer (ihMT) shows great promise for specific 

imaging of myelinated tissues. Whereas the ihMT technique has been previously applied in 

brain applications, the current report presents a strategy for cervical spinal cord (SC) imaging 

free of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) pulsatility artifacts. 

Methods:  A pulsed ihMT preparation was combined with a single-shot HASTE readout. ECG 

synchronization was used to acquire all images during the quiescent phase of SC motion. 

However ihMT signal quantification errors may occur when a variable recovery delay is 

introduced in the sequence as a consequence of variable cardiac cycle. A semi-automatic 

retrospective correction algorithm, based on TR-matching, is proposed to correct for signal 

variations of long T1-components (e.g. CSF). 

Results: The proposed strategy combining ECG synchronization and retrospective data pairing 

led to clean SC images free of CSF artifact. Lower variability of the ihMT metrics were obtained 

with the correction algorithm, and allowed for shorter TR to be used, hence improving SNR 

efficiency. 

Conclusion: The proposed methodology enabled faster acquisitions, while offering robust ihMT 

quantification and exquisite SC image quality. This opens great perspectives for widening the 

in vivo characterization of SC physiopathology using MRI, such as studying WM tracts 

microstructure or impairment in degenerative pathologies.	
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Introduction 
 

Inhomogeneous magnetization transfer (ihMT) shows great promise for central nervous 

system (CNS) imaging thanks to its apparent high myelin specificity compared to conventional 

magnetization transfer (MT) (1,2). Although important milestones, such as the development of 

a theoretical model (3), have been achieved, thorough understanding of the ihMT effect is still 

in an early phase. The high specificity of ihMT toward myelin is presumably attributed to its 

unique architecture, consisting of multiple sheaths of lipid bilayers, and specific molecular 

composition, notably high lipid and relatively low protein content (4,5). Whereas proton-proton 

dipolar interaction usually results in homogeneous broadening (6) of the NMR spectrum for 

large macromolecules, the rapid axial rotation of the lipid chains composing the myelin results 

in inhomogeneous broadening for biological membranes (7,8). In addition multiple 

mechanisms such as spin diffusion, chemical exchange and molecular motion, which usually 

tend to homogenize broad semi-solid NMR lines in tissue, seem highly constrained or 

inefficient in the case of myelin sheath environment. Molecular motions within lipid bilayers 

are restricted as compared to free lipids, water exchange from the myelin water to the bulk 

water is relatively slow (9), and spin diffusion within  lipid membranes is a slow process (10). 

Altogether, these evidences strongly support the myelin spectrum being inhomogeneous on the 

time scale of several milliseconds, in compliance with the recent measure and sensitivity 

demonstration of the ihMT effect in vivo.  

So far the ihMT technique has been successfully applied for brain applications at various 

field strengths, including clinical 1.5T (2) and 3T (1) as well as preclinical 11.75T (11). Initial 

reports concerned both methodological developments and applications to demyelinating 

pathologies such as multiple sclerosis (12,13). In addition, recent preliminary studies have also 

described the feasibility of ihMT for spinal cord (SC) investigations (14,15), which is of the 

utmost importance since the technique may open new perspectives to better describe the SC 

healthy structure and its pathological alterations. Challenges for SC ihMT studies include a 

relatively coarse resolution compared to the small size of the cord, the presence of susceptibility 

effects from surrounding tissues (e.g. bones), and most importantly sensitivity to the pulsatility 

of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), which induces motion in and around the cord (16). Indeed, in 

comparison with conventional MT, such motion may have more dramatic impact on ihMT 

because it has lower sensitivity (ihMT signal on the order of 10% of the unsaturated signal) and 

requires data subtraction from multiple images potentially acquired at different phases of 



motion. Hence, as has been observed in DTI studies (17,18), pulsatile motion could have critical 

effects on SC image quality and potential contamination of SC tissue signal may lead to 

inaccurate ihMT quantification. 

The current report expands on earlier work (15) and presents a complete strategy for 

cervical SC ihMT imaging free of CSF pulsatility artifacts. The proposed method combines 

electro-cardiogram (ECG) synchronization and retrospective data pairing. This strategy aims at 

correcting for signal variations of long T1-components, such as CSF, that occur when a variable 

recovery delay is introduced in the sequence as a consequence of variable cardiac cycle. In 

comparison with other strategies correcting for such T1-recovery effects  (19,20), the proposed 

method is model-free as it simply matches images acquired with a similar recovery period. A 

semi-automatic algorithm for data correction is presented along with accurate ihMT ratio 

quantification of the cord. 

 

Methods 

 
All experiments were performed at 1.5T (Siemens Avanto, Erlangen, Germany) on 

healthy volunteers, in compliance with guidelines from our institutional committee on clinical 

investigations. 

 
ihMT magnetization preparation 

 A pulsed ihMT preparation module was used, as described previously (2). The ihMT 

contrast generation relies on the comparison of two different MT weighted images (1): one 

using a single-frequency offset (+Δf) leading to the saturated image MT+ and the other using a 

dual-frequency offset and identical total energy (+Δf and –Δf applied sequentially) leading to 

the saturated image MT+–. In order to compensate for potential MT asymmetry effects (1,15), 

two additional single (MT–) and dual-frequency (MT–+) acquisitions are measured and the final 

ihMT image is generated by the following combination:  

 

   Eq. 1 

Note that both dual-frequency saturation weighted images, MT+− and MT−+, are essentially 

similar. The ihMT ratio is defined by ihMTR = ihMT/S0, where S0 is the signal measured with 

RF saturation power set to zero. 

+--+-+ --+= MTMTMTMTihMT



 The following parameters were used, derived from brain imaging optimization at 1.5T 

(2): frequency offsets ±Δf=±7khz, pulsewidth pw=500μs and interpulse repetition time 

Δt=1ms. The total saturation time (t), optimized at t=700ms for brain studies, had to be adapted 

to the ECG synchronization required in SC imaging in order to ensure acquisition of the image 

during the quiescent phase of the cervical spinal cord. This phase starts on average about 300ms 

after the R-wave and lasts around 50% of the whole cardiac cycle (17) (typically in the range 

of 800-1100ms). Hence the MT saturation, triggered by the R-wave, was reduced to t=500ms, 

i.e. leaving about 200-350ms for image readout during the quiescent phase. The time-integrated 

squared B1 (i.e. the average RF energy absorbed during the saturation period τ, noted ETR) was 

adjusted so that the RF energy of the saturation pulsed train corresponded to ETR = 17.2μT².s. 

This value is lower than the optimized value used for brain (ETR ≥ 30μT².s), hence slightly 

reducing the sensitivity of the technique (see Fig. 7 of reference (2)). However this reduced ETR 

value was chosen to allow scanning under regulatory Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) 

limitations for all the investigated nominal repetition times (TR) down to 2500ms. 

 

Imaging 

A product 12-channel head / 4-channel neck combined coil was used for the entire study. 

The ihMT preparation was combined with a single-shot 2D HASTE readout module, to provide 

low sensitivity to susceptibility effects, high SNR and rapid acquisition time, desirable features 

for SC imaging optimization. Such readout, however, is only suitable for single-slice imaging 

because of rather long echo-train duration. The sagittal plane was chosen to acquire 

simultaneously signals from cervical spinal cord levels C2-C4 and from a reference brain area 

(i.e. the corpus callosum – CC). The following parameters were used: 25cm Field-Of-View, 

192×192 matrix size, 1.3mm in-plane resolution, 789Hz/pixel bandwidth, 120° refocusing flip 

angles, no parallel acceleration. Partial volume effects due to WM/GM structure distribution 

within the SC were assessed using two different slice thicknesses: 5mm and 8 mm. In addition, 

potential blurring effects related to the long HASTE readout echo-train were assessed by 

applying Phase-Encoding (PE) in the Antero-Posterior (A-P) and the Superior-Inferior (S-I) 

directions. For the S-I direction, 50% phase oversampling was prescribed to prevent aliasing. 

The shortest possible echo times (TEs) were used, corresponding to 31ms in the S-I direction 

(for a total echo-train length of ~550ms), and to 20ms in the A-P direction (echo-train length of 

~365ms). 50% phase oversampling was also tested in the A-P direction to provide a fair 

comparison (similar TE settings as in the S-I direction).  



Image acquisition was synchronized to the ECG and four nominal TR settings were 

studied: TR=2500, 3500, 4500 and 10000 ms. The latter configuration corresponded to a 

reference acquisition, for which full recovery of the longitudinal magnetization is expected for 

all human tissues including CSF. For each scan, ECG physiological data and trigger instances 

were recorded in a log file throughout the scan in order to allow further retrospective data 

correction.  

In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the ihMT images, 30 signal 

averages (NEX) of each of the four kinds of MT weighted images (see Eq. 1) were acquired for 

all conditions (except for the reference acquisition – i.e. TR=10000ms, for which 20 NEX were 

acquired to reduce scan time), and 3 NEX for S0. Overall, the total number of images per studied 

condition was 123 images (83 for TR=10000ms), leading to ~ 6.5 min, 8.5 min, 10.5 min and 

14.5 min total acquisition time for TR of 2500, 3500, 4500 and 10000 ms, respectively. Each 

aforementioned imaging condition was tested on three healthy volunteers (males, 33 ± 6 y.o.). 

 

Post-Processing 

Because of the small size of the SC, only ~ 4-6 pixels covered its antero-posterior 

extension for the 1.3mm in-plane resolution used in this study, and hence, significant Gibbs’ 

ringing occurred. This well-known MR artifact can have dramatic impact on SC image quality 

because it adds a non-local signal component corresponding to signal secondary-lobes coming 

from neighboring tissues. These lobes typically arise 1-2 voxel away from edges, and hence 

tend to add CSF signal onto the SC which should be avoided in the current study which aims 

to measure unbiased SC ihMT metrics.  

Windowing the k-space data helps to strongly attenuate these confounding signal 

oscillations and also improves SNR at the same time, although at the cost of a broadening or 

blurring of the main lobe, causing a loss in spatial resolution. Here a Hamming-shape window 

was used, offering a fair compromise between secondary lobe attenuation and blurring (21). 

The full width at half maximum corresponds to 1.81× the nominal resolution as compared to 

1.21 for unfiltered data, resulting in a reduction of the effective resolution by a factor of 1.5. 

Additionally, a zero-filling factor of 2 was used for selection of regions-of-interest (ROIs) and 

subsequent quantitative measurements. The effect of k-space windowing is illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The multiple averages of the different instances of the S0 and MT weighted images were 

all registered together using the SPM8 realign routine (22) prior to image combination.  

 

ECG synchronization and retrospective data pairing 



Image acquisition synchronized with ECG led to effective TR values that depend on the 

cardiac cycle. Here, the trigger initiated the ihMT preparation module and the variable delay 

was placed after the readout, hence lengthening the signal recovery period. Any TR variation 

from one image acquisition to the other directly translates into different T1-weighting of long 

T1 components (e.g. CSF) in individual MT images (except for the fully-relaxed acquisition). 

The result of combining all the MT images regardless of their actual TR values would induce 

errors in the ihMT signal because it relies on image subtraction (see Eq. 1). In particular, the 

CSF compartment may give rise to an artefactual non-zero ihMT signal, which could affect SC 

tissue conspicuity and ihMT metrics because of partial volume effects. 

A custom retrospective pairing algorithm was developed in MATLAB (R2010b, The 

MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and tested to correct for such residual errors in the ECG-

triggered ihMT images. The proposed algorithm basically works by extracting the actual TR 

values from the recorded physiological data, and then applying a lookup loop to generate 

pairwise TR-matched MT images when processing the ihMT subtraction image from Eq. 1 (i.e. 

a dual frequency MT image subtracted from a single frequency image with identical TR).  

In order to select data from the whole ihMT dataset, all instances of each of the four MT 

weighted images used in Eq. 1 were considered along with their corresponding actual TR value: 

[ , ] would be considered for the first MT weighted image acquisition, [ , ] 

would be considered for ith acquisition. Then the algorithm considered a single saturation MT 

image, e.g. [ , ], and searched for a matched TR within all instances of MT+− and 

MT−+. When a match was found, e.g. for the jth image index, [TR	" , MT	"+-	], the two images 

were coupled together and stored aside. The same process was repeated among the remaining 

single- and dual-saturation MT dataset until a maximum number of image pairs were generated. 

After the whole process, images that could not be paired were discarded from the final dataset 

and were not considered to form the composite ihMT image, hence leading to SNR loss. Thus, 

in order to prevent a too restrictive matching process, a tolerance margin δTR was used so that 

the TR matching condition was defined as TR ± δTR. 

 

Semi-automation for optimal subject- and scan- dependent pairing 

A total number of 67 δTR values were tested according to the following scheme:  δTR 

varied in 2.5ms-step from 0 to 25ms, then in 5ms-step up to 50ms, in 10ms-step up to 100ms, 

in 25ms-step up to 500ms and in 50ms-step up to 2000ms. Note that 2.5ms corresponded to the 

temporal resolution of the physiological data recording, whereas δTR=2000ms was appropriate 

1TR +
1MT iTR -+

iMT

1TR +
1MT



to cover the entire range of actual TRs (i.e. not to exclude any data through the pairing 

algorithm) for the majority of experimental scenarios, including the trigger missing an R-wave 

because of poor ECG signal quality. For each δTR value, the retrospective pairing algorithm 

was applied and the corresponding ihMT and ihMTR maps were generated and stored along 

with the number of paired images from the whole dataset, defined as NEXδTR.  

From these multiple available ihMT datasets the selection criterion was designed as a 

trade-off between negligible residual ihMT signal in CSF (defined as ε, such that |ihMTRCSF|< 

ε) and highest SNR in SC. For that purpose, ROIs were manually selected on the average S0 

image in the CSF and SC (covering levels C2 to C4) areas and used to measure the ihMT metrics 

(i.e. both ihMTR and SNR) across the entire dataset (identical ROIs were used for all δTR 

values). ROIs were drawn slightly away from the structure edges to prevent partial volume 

effects due to blurring from neighboring tissues. Although refined modeling accounting for the 

coil configuration and acquisition strategy would be necessary for accurate SNR calculation, a 

simple estimation was used in the current study, defined as the mean ihMT signal in the ROI 

divided by the noise standard deviation measured in a large signal-free area on the same image, 

located in the neck posterior side. In practice, three values of ε were systematically evaluated: 

0.1, 0.3 and 0.5%. For each ε, the algorithm looped over all δTR values and tested for the 

|ihMTRCSF|< ε condition; and finally among the datasets satisfying the latter condition, the 

algorithm selected the dataset providing the highest SNR in the SC ROI. 

IhMTR measurements were also performed in the genu of the corpus callosum (CC), 

considered as a control structure because it provides high ihMT signal while being less prone 

to CSF motion and partial volume than SC.  

 

Results 
 

Typical images obtained with and without ECG synchronization are shown on Fig. 2. 

Whereas unsynchronized MTR data (2d and 2e) do not show obvious signs of motion as 

compared to ECG-triggered acquisitions (2b), the effect of the CSF pulsatility is particularly 

strong on ihMT images (2f and 2g), where artifacts are clearly noticeable in the cervical area 

(green arrows). Conversely, the strategy combining ECG-synchronization and retrospective 

filtering leads to clean SC ihMT signal free of CSF artifacts (2c). 

 Typical measurements of MT+, MT-, MT+- and MT-+ across the different repetitions are 

shown in Fig. 3 for CSF, SC and CC. Using no ECG-synchronization, little signal difference 



between MT weighted signals was present in CSF (3a), consistent with expected zero-ihMT 

effect in this structure. SC MT signals (3b) demonstrated poor separation of the single-

frequency data from the dual-frequency data, consistent with CSF pulsatility effects. 

Conversely, in CC, a clean separation of these data was observed (3c), emphasizing little CSF 

motion near this structure. Image acquisition synchronized with ECG led to variable TR and 

hence to different T1-weightings, which translated into additional signal recovery for increasing 

TR in CSF (3d). Noteworthy little signal difference was observed between the MT signal data 

clouds, again consistent with no ihMT effect expected in CSF. For SC, the signal separation 

between single frequency and dual frequency MT images was clearly evident (3e). Of interest, 

the mild signal recovery with increasing TR in SC suggested partial volume effects with long 

T1 components, presumably from CSF. Lower signal variations with TR were obtained in CC 

(3f), consistent with reduced partial volume effects. Besides, the intensity of the ihMT effect, 

which corresponds to the signal difference between single- and dual-frequency saturation, 

appeared similar for CC for both triggered and non-triggered acquisitions, again consistent with 

low pulsatile motion in this area.  

Requirement for the TR-matching process may be instinctively appreciated from Fig. 3, 

and the automation procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4 where two particularly striking cases are 

displayed. Whereas no ihMT signal is expected in the CSF compartment, ECG rate fluctuations 

may induce a strong residual ihMT signal in CSF when no TR-matching is used. The quasi-

random nature of these fluctuations makes the artifactual CSF signal either positive (as in (4d)) 

or negative (as in (4f)), in relation to the average TR of the single- and dual-saturation MT 

image datasets. The impact of the δTR value on the resulting ihMTR in CSF and SC, on the 

number of preserved NEX and on the ihMT SNR in SC is demonstrated on the curves.  In Fig. 

(4a) (positive CSF bias), starting from the right side, (δTR=1000ms, no data exclusion: NEXδTR 

= total number of NEX = 120), the algorithm progressively discards non TR-matched data-pairs 

as δTR is shortened, making the CSF ihMTR decrease and tend towards zero. The SC ihMTR 

progressively decreases as well towards a stable value as δTR is shortened, showing a similar 

trend as CSF and suggesting partial volume effect. For very short δTR (e.g. <50ms here) the 

SC ihMT SNR drops because of high number of excluded pairs.  Using a threshold value of ε 

= 0.3% for the CSF signal, the algorithm converges toward the optimal dataset corresponding 

to δTR=50ms and NEXδTR= 110. The corresponding ihMTR map demonstrated improved 

conspicuity of the SC and brain tissue (4c). Similar behavior of the TR-filtering algorithm 

occurs for the negative CSF bias case (4b). The CSF ihMT signal progressively increases 

towards zero as δTR decreases, and the SC ihMTR converge to a baseline value, again 



consistent with CSF partial volume. For very short δTR (e.g. < 20 ms here) the actual value of 

ihMTRCSF was not stable, consistent with poor SNR due to excessive data exclusion during the 

pairing process. Using ε = 0.3%, the optimal dataset corresponded to δTR=35ms and NEXδTR= 

92. Similar to the positive case, the ihMTR map resulting from this correction greatly improved 

the SC delineation (4e) compared to that of the unpaired data, where the strong negative signal 

from CSF contaminates the cord signal. Finally, one can appreciate the similarities between the 

two TR-matched datasets in (4c) and (4e) as well as the strong differences between the unpaired 

ones in (4d) and (4f). 

Comparison between acquisitions performed using different nominal TR values further 

demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed TR-filtering strategy for various T1-weighting 

conditions (Fig. 5). Regardless of the intensity of CSF T1-recovery effects (strong in (5a), 

moderate in (5b), and very low in (5c)), the best TR-matched images ((5g)-(5i)) demonstrated 

a similar quality to that of the non TR-matched full relaxation image (5f), here taken as a 

reference due to almost constant CSF signal for TR > 10000ms. Conversely, without TR-

matching and for short nominal TR, the CSF residual signal greatly decreased the image quality 

((5d) and (5e)).  

Fig. 6 and 7 summarizes the main quantitative findings observed on the 3 healthy 

volunteers for all the investigated sets of parameters. Results are indicated as mean value ± 

standard error of the mean, calculated for the selected ROIs over the three volunteers. Panels 

(6a) and (6b) focus on ihMTR metrics obtained without and with the TR-matching strategy. For 

all TR cases the ihMTR values measured in SC with 8mm slice thickness were slightly lower 

(red curves) than that with 5mm slice thickness (blue curves). When no TR-matching was used 

(6a), the CSF ihMT signal measured for nominal TRs < 4s was not stable, demonstrating strong 

signal fluctuations (very large error bars, up to 2.7% absolute scale), and causing increased 

variability of the SC data as well (relatively large error bars, up to 1% absolute scale). Note that 

the error bars correspond to the dispersion of the ihMTR values across volunteers, hence 

emphasizing poor robustness. Conversely, with the TR-matching strategy (6b) and the CSF 

ihMT signal constrained to 0±ε%, variations of the ihMTR signals greatly decreased in the SC 

(maximum error bar of 0.5%), thus improving ihMTR measurement stability across all nominal 

TRs. 

The SNR efficiency, defined as the SNR of ihMT measurement obtained per total scan 

time (i.e. SNR/$𝑇$%&), is presented in (6c). Despite data-pair exclusions, the TR-matching 

strategy combined with the use of shorter TR values generally allowed greatly improved SNR 



efficiency (roughly doubled from TR = 10000ms to TR = 3500ms for 5mm slice thickness, blue 

curve). Of interest, data showed low inter-subject variations down to a TR of 3500ms, whereas 

stronger variability occurred for 2500ms nominal TR.  

Finally, Fig. (7a) compares ihMT ratios measured for the different phase encoding 

conditions (A-P, A-P +50% phase oversampling and S-I) for both SC and the reference CC 

structure. Whereas CC measurements were similar for the three PE conditions, SC 

measurements in the S-I direction (ihMTR ≈ 7.8 ± 0.3%) demonstrated a clear increase  as 

compared to those in the A-P direction both without (ihMTR ≈ 6.3 ± 0.4%, p<0.05) and with 

50% PE oversampling (ihMTR ≈ 5.8 ± 0.4%, p<0.01). 

 

Discussion 
 

Whereas non ECG-triggered SC acquisitions may be exploitable on some rare occasions 

(e.g. when the subject heart rate is particularly stable and synchronous with TR over the whole 

scan time), a prohibitively strong variability of SC signal was often observed over multiple 

NEX acquisitions, hence driving the need for an alternative SC ihMT imaging strategy. Such a 

strong sensitivity to motion is a consequence of the image combination (i.e. subtraction) 

required to generate the composite ihMT images. Overall, the hereby proposed correction 

method demonstrated good efficiency with ECG-synchronization able to remove CSF-

pulsatility artifacts (Figs. 2 and 3) and TR-matching process able to remove undesirable residual 

CSF signal occurring for incomplete CSF signal recovery (Figs. 4-6). Although the latter feature 

moderately affected the quantification of ihMTR values within cervical SC on average (Figs. 

(6a) vs. (6b)), the conspicuity of the SC was strongly affected on some occasions (Fig. 4) and 

the metric variability increased when no TR-matching was used (large error bars in (6a)), 

consistent with partial volume with CSF. Besides, an optimal protocol should provide high 

fidelity signal for both SC and CSF and good robustness, especially in the clinical context where 

accurate depiction of the SC morphology is required. More generally, the TR-matching 

approach could be useful for other SC imaging modalities based on data subtraction such as 

MT asymmetry (e.g. CEST), arterial spin labeling and fMRI. 

 

The proposed method uses a dedicated TR-matching algorithm to choose relevant data 

pairs from the individually MT weighted images to form the composite ihMT image. A proper 

record of the ECG trace, containing appropriate sequence landmarks, is necessary to allow 



retrospective extraction of the actual TR values of each image instances. Looping over multiple 

tolerance values δTR for TR-matching ensures automatic selection of the ihMT composite 

dataset that maximizes SNR in SC while ensuring minimal ihMTR in CSF (0±e%). The 

flexibility offered by this automatic selection, rather than using a fixed δTR value for all 

subjects, ensures individual best SNR conditions independent of the ECG variations and of the 

actual CSF signal bias. Hence when the TR-matching correction was not necessary to obtain 

negligible ihMT signal in CSF (e.g. Fig. (6a), data corresponding to 5mm slice and 3500ms 

nominal TR), the algorithm used the whole dataset to compose the ihMT image. Conversely 

when strong residual CSF signal was present on the non TR-matched ihMT image, a rather 

short δTR would be automatically selected, corresponding to a certain amount of data exclusion, 

yielding the optimal SNR for this experimental scenario as explicitly searched for by the 

selection algorithm (Fig. 4).  

 

Besides the three ROIs that have to be defined manually (SC, CSF and noise) the only 

other user-defined parameter is the value of ε, i.e. the maximum allowed residual CSF signal. 

For all acquired data, three different ε values were systematically tested: 0.1%, 0.3% and 0.5%. 

Whereas ε = 0.1% appeared too restrictive in 33% of the processed datasets (failure in finding 

a value of δTR fulfilling the condition |ihMTRCSF| < ε), conditions ε = 0.3% and ε =0.5% 

yielded satisfying results with respectively only 11% and 4% failures. Of interest, these latter 

failures all occurred for 50% PE oversampling, hence suggesting that signal blurring may be 

the cause of such outlier behavior. Indeed, if the residual signal in the CSF area corresponds to 

actual ihMT signal coming from neighboring CNS tissues, it would not be possible to constrain 

this signal to zero and the only way to force the algorithm to converge would be to increase ε. 

To summarize, all presented quantitative measurements were obtained using a default ε of 

0.3%, which was possibly raised to 0.5%, or 0.7%, when necessary and we recommend using 

similar settings for the general use of this algorithm.  

 

 Surprisingly, the ihMTR values measured in SC were significantly lower for the A-P 

PE direction as compared to the S-I direction (Fig. 7a). The readout-module weighting 

difference due to 50% phase oversampling (547ms readout duration and 31ms effective TE 

compared to 365ms readout and 20ms TE without oversampling) could be discarded as a 

hypothetical explanation for this difference because similar (within error bars) ihMTRs were 

measured on SC when comparing the A-P direction with and without oversampling. Conversely 

CSF partial volume effects could be hypothesized as a plausible cause of the underestimation 



of ihMTR in the SC for the A-P PE direction. Indeed, even though the CSF ihMT signal is 

negligible, CSF would increase the reference S0 signal (especially with a T2-weighted HASTE 

readout), hence leading to underestimation of the ihMT ratio of the contaminated tissue.  As 

already pointed out, partial volume effects could be appreciated on Fig. 4 where the dynamic 

of ihMTR vs. δTR measured on SC follows the one from CSF. Moreover these effects were 

also evidenced in the signal recovery observed in SC (see slope in Fig. 3e) since T1-recovery is 

not expected over this long TR range (TR≈4000ms) for CNS tissue at 1.5T (23), and these 

recovery effects were stronger in the A-P PE direction as compared to S-I (steeper slope in Fig. 

7b). Whereas slice profile imperfections could explain some partial volume contribution, it 

remains unclear why CSF would “blur” onto SC for relatively short readout (300 to 500ms) 

with A-P PE, especially considering that data have been Hamming-filtered in k-space to prevent 

non-local signal contamination. However the extension of the cord in the S-I direction likely 

explains why partial volume with CSF would be more pronounced on data acquired in A-P PE. 

Finally, measurements performed in the CC, less prone to CSF contamination, yielded similar 

ihMTR values for the three PE conditions (7a). Compared to SC, reduced and hardly noticeable 

T1-recovery effects were observed in CC for S-I and A-P PE, respectively (see slopes in 3f and 

7c), again supporting the CSF signal contamination hypothesis in SC.  

 

A nominal TR value of 3500ms appears to be optimal to maximize both SNR efficiency 

(for reduced scan time) and robustness, characterized by low inter-subject variability. The 

global trend of increased SNR efficiency with shorter TR (Fig. 6c) is definitely due to a more 

efficient use of the timing intervals within the sequence, made possible by proper CSF signal 

suppression. However, for TR=2500ms the SNR efficiency show strong signs of instability 

evidenced by larger standard errors for both TR-matched and non TR-matched data. Two 

combined reasons could explain this phenomenon. On one hand, shorter TR leads to more 

intense quasi-random value of the CSF ihMTR bias signal for the non TR-matched data, which 

in turn may affect the SC signal through partial volume effects. On the other hand, the TR-

matching algorithm preserves only a finite number of data pairs especially for short TRs, which 

is also in essence an arbitrary process, and this may translate into strong SNR loss.  

 

Overall it was found that the slice thickness had some impact on the derived metrics 

measured from C2 to C4 (slightly higher ihMTR values obtained for 5mm slice), likely due to 

the GM/WM distribution within the cord (24). Although one would like the ideal single-slice 

sagittal protocol to cover the whole cord extension (about 10-15mm in R-L dimension), hence 



prescribing a rather thick slice, it is important to keep in mind that typical HASTE slice profiles 

are not very sharp. Particular care was deployed to prescribe the slices in this study, using 

multiple axial 𝑇'∗-weighted images to center the slice positioning in the middle of the cord 

throughout the R-L direction. However, it is often difficult to reach a perfect alignment of the 

cord, either because of the subject positioning within the RF-coil or simply because of the 

natural curvature of the cord. Hence no conclusions should be drawn here about the amount of 

WM and GM contributing to the measured ihMT signal and we can simply conclude that both 

slice thicknesses provided reasonable and stable estimation of the SC ihMTR.  

Despite different subject populations and slice settings the ihMTR values measured here 

were found to be in the same range of previous measurements performed on brain (2) at 1.5T 

for similar energy levels (ihMTR of 8.1 ± 0.3% in Internal Capsule and 6.7 ± 0.3%  in frontal 

WM for ETR ≈ 15uT² vs. ihMTR of 7.8 ± 0.3% in SC and 7.5 ± 0.2% in CC  for ETR ≈ 17.2uT² 

in this study). Here the actual ETR value was kept constant and was chosen to allow scanning 

within regulatory SAR limit for a nominal TR of 2500ms. Higher energy levels could be 

considered for a longer TR of 3500ms but a large increase of ihMTR is not anticipated (2).   

 

Finally, although the proposed methodology has been carefully demonstrated here on 

SC images acquired in the sagittal plane at 1.5T, the same strategy may be readily applied in 

the axial plane as recently demonstrated at 3T (25), and could be further used to assess the 

ihMTR distribution within and across the cord. This would for instance be of particular use to 

further understand the WM-tract microstructure differences (e.g. potential different myelination 

of sensory and motor tracts) using atlas-based segmentation (26–28) and to assess in vivo and 

non-invasively such features. This would also be very appropriate to go further in the 

description of the WM impairment in degenerative pathologies such as myelopathy (29), MS, 

SLA and to evaluate potential therapeutic strategies. 

 

Conclusion 

 
This study aimed at providing a fast and robust protocol for ihMT imaging of the SC, 

free of CSF pulsatility artifacts. ECG synchronization allowed acquiring stable images with 

respect to the CSF pulsatile motion, but resulted in variable TRs, which translated into a biased 

residual ihMT signal from CSF that in turn affected SC delineation and ihMT metrics. Fully 

relaxed acquisition (TR>10s) may be used to solve the problem, though at the expense of a poor 



SNR efficiency. An alternative method based on retrospective data pairing obtained with a TR-

matching semi-automatic algorithm was proposed, allowing improved SNR efficiency and 

faster acquisition, while offering robust ihMT quantification and exquisite image quality of the 

SC. This opens great possibility for further in vivo characterization of SC physiopathology using 

MRI. 
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Figure captions:   
 
Figure 1: Effect of k-space windowing demonstrated on T2 weighted HASTE SC data. Low 
spatial resolution of SC images leads to significant Gibb’s ringing in the SC area: 2-times zero-
filled images(i.e. boxcar window (a)) demonstrate signal oscillations in the SC whereas 
Hamming windowed data (b) improves MR signal fidelity of SC by removing CSF secondary 
lobe contamination, though at the expenses of signal blurring. Theoretical expectations of the 
ideal point spread function (at infinite T2) for Cartesian sampling using both windows are shown 
in (c).  
 
Figure 2: Effect of ECG synchronization on SC data. (a) Reference ECG triggered anatomical 
scan (T2w FSE) and corresponding MTR (b) and ihMTR (c) map obtained using optimized 
protocol (ECG synchronization and retrospective data pairing for ihMT). Examples of non-
triggered acquisitions acquired on two different volunteers are displayed in (d) - (g). Whereas 
MTR data do not evidence strong signs of motion artifacts in the cord area (d) and (e), the 
ihMTR data reconstructed from the same datasets show particularly strong CSF pulsatile 
artifacts ((f) and (g), green arrows), consistent with increased motion sensitivity of an image-
subtraction based technique. ECG synchronization combined with the retrospective bias 
correction algorithm recovers exquisite SC image quality (c). 
 
Figure 3: Scatter plots of all individual MT weighted signals (single- and dual-frequency 
saturation) measured during one full ihMT acquisition in CSF, SC and CC. The signals are 
plotted vs. the NEX index for the non-triggered acquisition in (a), (b) and (c) and vs. the actual 
TRs for the triggered acquisition in (d), (e) and (f). For each structure, the MR signal was 
normalized by the average MR signal measured over all instances of the four kinds of MT 
weighted images. Presented data were acquired with an 8mm slice and phase encoding in the 
S-I direction. Steep T1 recovery is evidenced for CSF over this TR range in d), and modest 
recovery occurs in the SC and CC data in (e). Linear regression plots and corresponding slopes 
are indicated to help appreciate the T1 recovery effects. For CSF, single- and dual-frequency 
data clouds are overlapping, consistent with no ihMT effect. For SC, non-triggered acquisition 
(b) yields partially overlapping data clouds, consistent with pulsatile artifact and partial volume 
from CSF, whereas triggered acquisition shows clear separation of single- and dual-frequency 
data clouds (e). For CC, good separation of single- and dual-frequency data clouds is observed 
in both cases, evidencing strong ihMT effect, and illustrating less motion sensitivity.  Examples 
of ROIs used for SCF, SC and CC measurements are shown on the S0 image at the center. 
 
Figure 4: Principle of the automatic TR-matching algorithm illustrated on two particularly 
demonstrative datasets. Because of the random nature of ECG rate fluctuations the residual CSF 
ihMT signal that is observed when no TR-matching filtering is used may be arbitrarily positive, 
(a) and (d), or negative, (b) and (f). For long δTR (e.g. >800ms here) the whole dataset is 
considered to form the composite ihMTR images, hence leading to the biased images shown on 
the bottom-right side of each panel, (d) and (f). As δTR is shortened, selective TR-matched (± 
δTR) pairs of MT images are automatically selected by the algorithm and the corresponding 
ihMTR measured in CSF is progressively constrained to 0±ε %. The best TR-matched datasets, 
automatically chosen by the algorithm (indicated by the blue vertical lines), result from a 
compromise between the lowest ihMTR in CSF and the highest SNR in the SC, leading to the 
unbiased ihMTR images shown on the bottom-left side of each panel, (c) and (e). Note that case 
1 was acquired with PE set to S-I and a nominal TR of 2500ms, whereas PE was set to A-P and 
the nominal TR was 3500ms for case 2. 



Figure 5: Demonstration of the efficiency of the TR-matching algorithm for three different 
nominal TRs: 2500ms, 3500ms and 10000ms (i.e. full-relaxed CSF dataset). CSF signal 
recovery over the actual TR ranges are strong (a), moderate (b) and very low (c), hence yielding 
to strong, moderate and negligible CSF signal bias on the corresponding unfiltered ihMTR 
images (no TR-matching, (d)-(f)), respectively. Conversely, in all cases the best TR-matched 
ihMTR images ((g)-(i)) show negligible CSF signal (as in the unfiltered full relaxed dataset 
shown in (f)) hence providing high-fidelity ihMTR maps over the cervical SC. ε = 0.3% was 
used here. The fully relaxed acquisition yielded ihMTRCSF ≈ 0.45% with no TR-matching in 
(f). 
 
Figure 6: Quantitative evaluation of the TR-matching strategy in terms of ihMTR and SNR 
efficiency. While the CSF signal bias was particularly strong (a) for short nominal TRs (e.g. 
2500ms) and led to instability of the SC ihMTR (relatively large error bars), the TR-matching 
strategy satisfactorily constrained the CSF to 0±ε % and reduced SC data inter-subject 
variability for short TRs (b). Note that both SC and CSF ihMTR are particularly stable over the 
whole TR range in (b). The corresponding ihMT SNR efficiency (c) is a quantitative index of 
the SNR improvement and consequently shorter acquisition time made possible by the use of 
short TRs and allows appreciating SNR losses due to data-pair exclusion (see text for more 
details). All data in (a)-(c) were acquired with S-I PE direction. A target ε of 0.3% was used for 
all data (see text for more details). 
 
Figure 7: Comparison of the ihMTR measured in SC and CC for both S-I and A-P PE directions 
(a) suggest that S-I direction should be preferred to avoid residual bias leading to strong 
underestimation of SC metrics. Conversely the CC ihMTR are in very good agreement for both 
PE directions. Panels (b) and (c) display scatter plots similar to Fig. 3 (e) and (f) except that the 
phase encoding was set to A-P with 50% phase oversampling. Linear regression plots and 
corresponding slopes are indicated to help appreciate the T1 recovery effect and compare with 
S-I data from Fig.3. A much steeper T1 recovery is observed for the SC ROI in (b) as compared 
the plot from Fig. 3 (e) suggesting stronger partial volume effects from CSF. All data were 
acquired using TR=3500ms, a 5mm slice and a target ε of 0.3%.  
  



 
 

 
 



 



 

 



 

 



 
 

 


